Namaste,
My name is Manju and I am currently studying in BALLA second year at
Kathmandu School of Law. I am really happy for what I am having course
because I am enjoying it a lot thought this is much more difficult .I have
to deal with 9 subject and they are as following:
1. International organization
2. International relation
3. Criminal law
4. Clinical legal course
5. Law making process and legislative principle
6. Legal Nepali
7. Legal English
8. Sociology of law
9. Principle of rule of procedural law
In previous year I was just studying the basic concept and principles of law but
now a days I have been dealing with national to international law, law making
process, law related to criminal and so on. Though they are so vague and hard I
am trying my best and doing hard labour as much as I can.
Recently we are having debate
competition in college and had
three rounds. I went to second
round ( semi final.) Despite doing my
best I could not reach to final which
made me feel so much bad but I
had gathered lots of knowledge
during my debate competition and through my research. OBOR is very hot and
debatable issues between China and Nepal so on that issues our college is also
going to have negation and our classes has been further classified into 2 zone and
we are been selected for negotiation between China and Nepal( we will be
playing role of diplomats both country)
Among all students 10 are selected for that negotiation out of 120 . 5 student
from one zone and 5 student from next zone and I am also selected for that
negotiation and I will be representing Nepal.

I am also working in Amnesty international
organization 3,4 weeks ago I had went to right
to write campaign for the victims of China ,
Rohinga, and many other more issues and we
were able to collect 4995 signature for the rights
of other people who were innocent and about to
have punishment, who are not protected by
their states and we were much success in this program and we had sent that
signature and latter to concern states for their right.
Hopefully they will provided their rights. After 10 days we will have winter
vacation for one week and our college along with Nelsa( Nepalese law student
association) is going to organize the civic awareness program in different district
specially in remote area and also non aware place because our country had put
steps on the path of federalism and many of villagers are unknown about this and
benefits of this.
So as being a law student and responsible person I am also going
to join in this program. Which made so much happy and proud of
studying law where I am going to do social engineering and it has
really made me some sense that I have to do a lot for others ,help
them for their right as much as my ability can.
As we all are aware that in our country there still exists a caste
system and untouchability though there are lots of law regarding
untouchability . High caste people still treat low caste people like animal , they
misbehave with these people in most of the place of Nepal. I am also one who
belongs to low caste. This is the things which I hate most what I believe is all
human being are equal and no one is superior to each other and I really want to
eliminate this things from my community, society, nation and even from whole
world as like Martin Luther King Jr., Nelson Mandela, Abraham Lincoln had
abolished the racism discrimination between black people and white people and
had maintain equality and maintaining harmony. I have been thinking of this and
I have talk with some of the friends, and I had concern with few of the student
from other college who belong to these caste system and want to abolish this

system I have been reading lots of article regarding this practice and system . I
really don't know whether I will be able to do this or not but I am doing as per my
capacity . I am consulting with my teacher for materials which help for me .
Finally I had move to my college hostel which is really nice and I am really
enjoying it we have lots of junior in hostel so I also have the responsibility to help
them in their studies which I am doing too. Now days I am spending my time in
library and with international political news and event too.
At last but not the least I would like to thank you for all ( FONAI,CFF AND OTHER
who are helping me individually ) I would not be in this stage who am I is ? where
am I is? And what am I is? All because of your love, care, support and trust
towards me and once again I am so much honor and thankful for providing me
such an amazing platform .

Yours sincerely, Manju

